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Editorial 
The Olympic Cycle Kicks-off! 

Dear students, instructors, sponsors, and friends of the WSKF USA® Foundation, 
 
With the arrival of 2018, the Olympic Cycle kicks off. Federated athletes from the US and all over the 
world will compete for a very limited number of spots in Kumite and Kata. No less than twelve (12) 
global events per year will add points until mid-2020. In the US, perhaps as many as fourty (40) region-
al and national qualifiers will serve to classify American competitors yearly as well. Evidently, the com-
petition will be fierce, and the costs, perhaps prohibitive. We estimate it may cost any athlete no less 
than $75,000 to reach Tokyo; virtually impossible for many talents, without the support of their spon-
sors. Please, lend them a hand.   
 

This, our fifth BUDO Tips® International issue, features four sections, as always: 
 

I. Budo:    “Shintoism: Religion or Culture?” 
II. Technique:   “High-charge Training and Athletic Injury”  
III. Management:  “Process Management for Dojos” 
IV. F.Y.I.:   

☯ Sensei Korban’s World Seminar Tour: China, Panama, and the US. 
☯ New England Fall Classic Championship 
☯ Kuro-obi Open 
☯ FIKA NY International Open  
☯ Upcoming events:  

☯ III Open Shoto-Cup, Caracas, Venezuela 
☯ Team USA I Quarter Events, USA National Karate Federation 
☯ WKF 2018 Calendar: Premier League, World and Continental Championships 

 

We thank you for your readership and your support, and please send us your news and your com-
ments. We would be proud if you shared our BUDO Tips® with your colleagues, students, parents, 
and local sponsors. 

Best regards, 
 

YÜtÇv|ávÉ ]A dâxäxwÉ 
WSKF USA®  Foundation  

wskf.usa.foundation@gmail.com  
 

BUDO tips is a registered trademark of the WSKF Venezuela Sports Foundation. Servicio Autónomo de Propiedad Intelectual (SAPI). 
WSKF USA  is a registered trademark of the WSKF USA Foundation. United States of America Patent & Trademarks Office (USPTO).  
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Section I: Budo 
“Shintoism: Culture or Religion?” 

It is impossible to consider the topic of Shinto and ecology without making reference to the broader 

issue of Japanese cultural attitudes to the natural environment. This is because what one might de-

scribe as Shinto beliefs are often values that are entrenched in Japanese folk culture in general, and 

which find expression in other areas beyond religion, from sociopolitical organization to aesthetics.  

Shinto (or kannagara no michi, literally “the way of the dei-

ties”) is Japan’s indigenous religion. Shinto refers to diverse 

and localized religious beliefs, ritual practices, and institutions. 

On the one hand, Shinto encompasses local community prac-

tices, while on the other it also includes the elaborate and 

highly structured ceremonial practices of the imperial institu-

tion and, in earlier historical periods, of the state. From its be-

ginnings in early Japanese history, Shinto has been profoundly 

influenced by Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism. Syncretic  

interaction with Buddhism, in particular, has been strong historically.  

There are three sets of basic Shinto beliefs and attitudes: First, great value is accorded to sacred space 

and time, generally as shrines in groves, the boundaries of which are demarcated as distinct from the 

secular world. The second point notes a close relation between nature, deities (kami), and human be-

ings. The interactivity of those three is such that human beings also act upon the world they inhabit 

with nature and deities. Preventing the natural world from devolving into a state of chaos is the goal of 

certain ritual action. Discretion towards nature, and the kami, is essential, since they nurture human 

life. Third, the idea of purification is a key aspect of all ritual activity in Shinto. Purification (harae) is 

performed to reestablish order and balance between nature, humans, and deities. Regularly performed 

as part of all ritual, as well as on special occasions during the year, purification ceremonies counteract 

pollution (kegare). Harm done or accreted pollution can be neutralized by means of ritual purification. 

The latter, in particular, is a key dimension of the relationship between the Japanese and nature, 

which warrants “cultivation” and exploitation of the environment on the one hand, yet which on the 

other emphasizes the need to rectify imbalances between nature, humans, and deities.  

Shinto has no scriptures, no icons or saints, yet it penetrates all aspects of Japanese society. So, you 

tell us, it is a religion, or is it a culture? 

Taken, and edited, from the Yale University Forum on Religion,  

Rosemarie Bernard, Harvard University, “Shinto and Ecology:  Practice and Orientations to Nature” 
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Section II: Technique 
“High-charge Training and Athletic Injury” 

 
When the Team revs-up the training, injuries happen, be it traumatic or stress-related. Some coaches 

see it as natural, as bound to happen. Specialists think they can and must be avoided. 

“The relationship between training load, injury, fitness and performance is critical to sports medicine/

physiotherapy and sport science practitioners” says Dr. Tim J Gabbett  (2016), writing for the British 

Journal of Sports Medicine. Excessive and rapid increases in training loads are likely responsible 

for a large proportion of non-contact, soft-tissue injuries. The author’s paper outlines ways of moni-

toring training loads to reduce the athlete’s risk, and time-loss from injuries.   

Injuries impair Team performance, but any injury that 

could potentially be considered “common, training load-

related”, must be viewed as “preventable”, and there-

fore falls under the domain of Sport Science, and the 

Sports Medicine staff.   

The ideal training “sweet spot” is the one that maximiz-

es net performance, and it comes by having an 

“appropriate” load that limits the negative consequenc-

es of training (ie: injury, illness, fatigue, and burnout). 

As the chart to the right shows, the intensity of training 

must be progressive, and timed, programmed, for it al- 

so reaches a peak of diminished returns where injuries will spike again.  

What’s important is to identify the threshold where athletes peak in performance, and bottom out in 

injuries. Dr. Gabbett suggests going from low to moderate to high loads in 14-week training pro-

grams (3 & 1/2 months) of 3 hours per day (6 days per week) for optimal results, with clearly 

measured increases, not to exceed 10%, in workload (ie: repetitions, time-per-set, distance, weight, 

etc.), week by week. One of his studies showed that “players who exceeded this weekly training load 

threshold were 70 times more likely to test positive for non-contact, soft-tissue injury.” Mind you that 

the athletes’ age is important, as the senior competitors (over 25 years of age) will be more prone 

to injury, from training overloads, than the younger ones.   

The athlete and his or her coach must be aware of each individual’s threshold of training load and in-

jury. The demands of each competition will dictate how much training is necessary. That means, do 

not train for the Olympic Games if you’re only going to play ball with your buddies this weekend… 

Gabbett TJ (2016) “The training—injury prevention paradox: should athletes be training smarter and harder?”  
British Journal of Sports Medicine, 12 January 2016, doi: 10.1136/bjsports-2015-095788  
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Section III: Management 
“Process Management for Dojos”  
by engineer Tomás Hernandez, M.Sc. 
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How can a Dojo be classified as successful, by the medals it wins in competition, or the Instructor’s 

credentials? How about the number of students it has? Or is it by the number of full-capacity classes it 

has during a week? It´s not a simple question, however, from a strictly business point of view, a Dojo 

is successful only if it is profitable. As simple as that... 

Many Karate instructors often fear approaching a Dojo because they think failing, business-wise, may 

damage their reputation, or have a negative impact in the Karate community. A Dojo must balance a 

strong technical foundation and solid business management. 

We hear of many great instructors and top-level competitors who own Dojos, but their expectations 

are not fulfilled by their results in business. In many cases the Cash Flow is slow, and sometimes neg-

ative; in others communicating with parents becomes an issue; now and then the initial investment 

has been too high, and at times marketing and social media expenses run out of control. But, in most 

cases, failure is a matter of lack of proper management tools and methods. 

As a Karate Instructor for over a decade now and a dojo owner myself, I’ve identified five key pro-

cesses that have helped me not only to reach a breakeven fast, but also to enjoy successfully per-

forming on both sides of the tatami, inside and out. 

This is not a recipe, but rather key questions you need to ask yourself and your team periodically; the 

answers will pave the way to a roadmap that would guide you, and take you where you want to be:  

☯ Training: the technical side, that happens on the tatami. From a business angle, it is your prod-

uct. Key questions: Who’s your target?  Is it children under 12, teenagers, seniors? What are 

they looking for: self-defense, conditioning, competition? How many classes will you teach during 

a weekday, weekends? Is the Instructor following a program, improvising, or simply repeating 

class after class? Is the Instructor capable? 

☯ Marketing: If you don’t sell the product, who does? A strategic marketing plan is the secret not 

only to differentiate yourself from the competition, but to capture new students and keep the cy-

cle going. In all dojos, students come and go, however it is recommended to use simple and low 

cost marketing media, such as the social networks, to create brand awareness, and if successful 

enough, to highlight the attractiveness of your dojo. Key questions: How much time or money 

are you willing to invest monthly? How much does a new student cost? Do you have a graphic 

designer? Do you know anything about social media management, advertising, or PR (Public Re-

lations)?  
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“Process Management for Dojos” by Tomás Hernandez, ctnd.- 
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☯ Fundraising: it doesn´t matter if you own one dojo or ten dojos, raising funds is crucial to 

reaching big, challenging goals. Dreams come in 

many sizes: sometimes as a world championship you 

want to participate in, or maybe a seminar. Every so 

often, they come as the construction of an office, a 

new dojo, or to bring a top level competitor into the 

organization. In any case, if you don’t have the funds, 

go out and knock on some doors. Key questions: 

Who’s doors will you knock? What will you show, and 

offer, to that potential sponsor; a letter, a presenta-

tion? Nothing?! Are there any tangible, measurable 

benefits or incentives for the sponsor? What’s kind of 

exposure will they have? Is their support tax deducti-

ble? Can you make a long-term alliance with that 

company or person? 

☯ Administration: This is without a doubt a critical process in dojo management. Without clear, 

reliable, but, above all, well-organized administrative processes, you might as well be the lost 

son of Bruce Lee, but your dojo is not going to be successful. Key Questions: Are your students 

paying on time? Do you charge late fees? Do you sell suits, shirts and protective gear? What is 

your “cross selling index”? How many months a year does your average student pay? What’s 

your “average ticket”? Are you paying competitive salaries to your instructors? Are they happy? 

How many dropouts do you have per month? What’s your “attrition rate”? Do you make a profit 

at the end of each month? Do you have any cash or capital reserves for any contingency? 

☯ CRM (Customer Relationship Management): Who pays for classes, the parents? In that 

case,  parents are as important as your students. You should keep them happy; they need atten-

tion and above all, they need information. Be mindful that in many cases parents do not under-

stand the dynamics of the Karate world. Key questions: How often do you meet with parents? Do 

you send them emails or text them frequently? Birthday gifts? Christmas party? Do they feel you 

care? Are you building a community?! That is the question! And do they also have fun? 

Managing a Dojo can be complicated, if you don’t divide it into a series of small well-defined tasks. 

It´s your choice. When I opened my first Dojo I did not have the answers to all these questions, but I 

followed good advice: I asked for help. If you don’t know, as someone who knows...  

Keep training, focus on management, and keep reading. I’ll keep on writing. 

See full article in  h�p://dojofi.com/  
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☯ Sensei Korban’s Seminar Tour 

Sensei Fouad Korban, 7th Degree, and Vice-President of the 
World Shotokan Karate-do Federation, finished a tour of 
seminars that took him around the globe, to Guangzhou, China, 
Panama City, Panama, Orlando, Florida, and Queens, New York; 
he also conducted black belt tests for different degrees. Sensei 
Korban had previously met in Venezuela with the Chief Instruc-
tors from Mexico, Trinidad, and other South American countries. 

Patricia Machillanda and Andrea Quevedo-Prince were promoted 
to Sandan, 3rd. Degree.  

☯ Kuro-obi Open 

WSKF sanctioned its first championship in the US, the Kuro-
obi Open, held in Orlando, FLA, under the coordination of 
Sensei Engerbert Oquendo. Congratulations to all participants! 

☯ New England Fall Classic, Providence. Rhode Island 

Andrea Quevedo-Prince captured the Grand Championship in 
Forms, a Gold medal in Kata, and Bronze in Open Forms in this 
regional event sanctioned by KRANE. 

☯ SKL International Tournament, Miami, Florida 

Sofía Morón won Gold in Kata and Silver in Kumite. Luís Rafael 
Mata won Silver in Kata. 

☯ FIKA NY International Open Championship, Queens, NY 

Andrea Quevedo-Prince won Silver in Kata. 

☯ Andrés Madera: Premier League 2017 Champion 

Our friend, Andrés Madera, won the League in 2017, after all 
the points were added. Congratulations! We hope to have you 
here for a seminar soon. 

☯ Upcoming events:  

☯ III Open Shoto-Cup Championship, February 17th, 
Caracas, Venezuela. Organized by Sensei Fouad Korban, 
Sensei Victor Garrido, and Kyoshi Alejandro Castro. 

☯ US National Championship and Team Trials, May 
19th, Greenville, South Carolina 

Section IV: F.Y.I. 
“WSKF News and Events” 

B U D O T I P S ®  
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F.Y.I. 
Upcoming Federative Events 
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☯ Team USA 2018 Upcoming Events: US National Karate Federation 

☯ Regional Tournament, February 4rd, Irving, Texas 

☯ National Qualifier, February 10th, Albans, West Virginia 

☯ National Qualifier, February 11th, Des Moines, Washington 

☯ National Qualifier, February 11th, Hempstead, New York 

☯ National Qualifier, February 11th, Phoenix, Arizona 

☯ National Qualifier, March 4th, Gainesville, Florida 

☯ National Qualifier, March 10th, Middletown, Ohio 

☯ Referee Seminar and Regional Tournament, March 10-11th, Elmhurst, New York 

☯ Regional Tournament, March 10th, Houston, Texas 

☯ Referee Seminar and Regional Tournament, March 17-18th, Gresham, Oregon 

☯ National Qualifier, March 24th, Garden City, Michigan 


